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Learners point ielts training has helped over 2,500
students in dubai score higher in the ielts test and not only 
gain acceptance to top universities and colleges but also 
migrate to english speaking countries with greater
confidence.

The international english language testing system (IELTS) is 
one of the widely accepted and also time-tested english 
proficiency tests used to assess an individual’s listening, 
reading, writing and speaking ability. The program has 
been developed by cambridge, one of the world’s leading 
experts in the language and has been accepted by over 
9,000 organizations globally, including employers, immigra-
tion authorities, colleges, and universities. We have custom-
ized our training program into two distinct categories to 
suit the requirements of the students opting ielts for both 
academic and general purposes.

Training summary
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 



Objectives

Objectives

Ielts academic – The academic version of the training program is designed to support the students applying for higher educa-
tion or professional registration in an english-speaking environment. The course reflects all of the features of academic language 
and prepares the student for the academic test. That includes ielts academic reading practice, IELTS academic writing practice, 
IELTS academic speaking practice, ielts academic listening practice.

Ielts general training – The general version of the training is designed to support the students seeking work or settlement in an 
english-speaking country like canada, england, new zealand, australia etc. Accordingly, the course has been designed from the 
standpoint to prepare the students for the general test. That includes ielts general reading practice, ielts general writing prac-
tice, IELTS general speaking practice, IELTS general listening practice.
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Listening Speaking WritingReading



Course outline : Listening

Listening intro
• Facts about the listening test
• What the listening test assesses
• Listening for the main idea
• Listening for factual information
• Understanding speakers’ agreement
• Following academic explanation
• Understanding speakers’ responses and attitudes

Listening strategies
• Before listening:
 Using audio instructions and predicting
• While listening:
 Being ready to hear and listening while reading
• After listening:
 checking and transferring answers



Course outline : Listening

Conversation - (section 1)
• Multiple choice questions
• Skills: Identifying the key word
 and listening for synonyms of keywords
• Form completion
• Skills: Predicting the type of answer
• Skills: Listening for numbers
• Matching
• Skills: Identifying paraphrases

• Talk - (section 2)
• Short answer questions
• Skills: Understanding the question
• Labelling a diagram, plan or map
• Skills: Following the speaker, identifying directions
• Table completion
• Skills: Money, numbers and ‘s’



Course outline : Listening

• Academic discussion - (section 3)
• Sentence completion
• Classification
• Skills: Recognising speakers
• Skills: Recognising opinion and attitude

• Academic monologue - (section 4)
• Notes completion
• Listening for signpost language
• Listening practice tests



Course outline : Speaking

Speaking intro

• Facts about the speaking test

The interview - (part 1)

• Part 1: The Introduction
• Focus on grammar: Likes and dislikes
• Focus on fluency: Extending your answer
• Focus on vocabulary: Showing range
• Focus on pronunciation: Essential aspects



The Individual long turn - (part 2)

• Making notes

• Beginning your talk

• Saying more

• Ending your talk

• The Discussion - (part 3)

• Focus on �uency: Extending your answers

• Focus on vocabulary: Discussion topics

• Focus on grammar: Past, present, future

• Focus on grammar: Comparison

• Focus on pronunciation: Clarity

• Speaking test review

Course outline : Speaking



Course outline : Reading

Reading intro
• Facts about the reading test
• What the reading test assesses
• Distinguishing between fact and opinion
• Spelling and grammar
• Distinguishing main ideas from supporting details

Reading skills and strategies
• Skimming and scanning
• Identifying paraphrase
• Identifying reference

Short answer and sentence completion
• Short answer questions
• Sentence completion

Headings and global multiple choice
• Headings
• Global multiple choice questions



Course outline : Reading

• Locating Information and multiple choice
• Locating Information
• Multiple choice

• Labelling and noting
• Labelling a diagram
• Summary tasks: Notes/table
 flow chart completion

• Identifying Information, views, and claims
• True, false, not given
• Yes, no, not given

• Classification and matching
• Classification
• Matching
• Reading practice tests



Course outline : Writing

Writing intro
• Facts about the writing test

Task 1 of the writing test
• Introduction to writing task 1: Visuals
• Understanding task 1 questions
• Topic and overview
• Analysing and describing key features
• Focus on Language: Describing data
• Skills Focus: Selecting and
 grouping information

Task 2 of the writing test
• Introduction to writing task 2



Course outline : Writing

Question analysis, brainstorming
and planning practice

• Paragraph structure

• Writing the introduction

• Paraphrase the question

• Grammar focus: Complex sentences

• The essay body

• Skills Focus: Coherence and cohesion practice

• Familiarizing discourse markers

• Vocabulary enhancement

• Writing the conclusion

•  Writing practice tests



We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our 
teaching methods and instructors. Our instructors 
are some of the best experts from their fields and 
employ a practical approach to learning. Many of 
them are globally recognised and have a diverse
set of experience in their field of expertise. You are 
always sure to have the best in the industry as your 
teachers who are ready to guide you at every step 
and make the experience informative yet enjoyable.  
Apart from the focus on learning your chosen 
course, our instructors also encourage students to 
develop communication skills and interpersonal skills 
necessary to excel in the practical world. We offer 
one of the best IELTS preparatory training programs 
in Dubai.

Trainer

About our trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every 
program an immersive and productive experience for 
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven 
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to pres-
ent times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical 
applications of everything learned through theory and 
regular mock examinations to help monitor your 
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a 
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality 
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the 
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain 
high standards of instruction & ethics.



Students review

Student review

Jdy Macalalad
“I am grateful to Mr. George, my trainer for my IELTS 
exam because his optimism towards his students is 
contagious that whenever I am in doubt whether I 
would pass or not, he would give me a lot of materials, 
and he would encourage me that i can do it. He is also 
hardworking, and he does not waste time during class 
hours.”

Padmini Narva
“I took training for Ielts from learners point. As their 
student I am very happy about the progress and the 
support offered by the staff and teaching faculty. I am 
glad to be associated with them. I have gone through 
the process step by step monitored by the team very 
much impressive and make sure the student gets the 
score. Thanks to the wonderful team.”
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